blog (www.gcpr-blog.net) and was picked up by
PR and marketing media. We talked to partners
from Tokyo to Stockholm, from Bangalore to Sofia
and from Paris to Beijing and learned:
... in which regions blogger relations and Facebook initiatives have become at least as important as media relations and where print media
is still dominating
... where phone conferences work for international announcements and press briefings and where they turn out to be a waste of time

Big brands such as Intel, Nokia or Nike have
been operating with slogans like ―Intel inside‖,
―connecting people‖ or ―just do it" quite
successfully all over the world. There are
occasions calling for a single message to shape
a global marketing strategy. PR, however, works
quite differently. It is our job to transport a
company‘s or brand‘s messages to a variety of
target groups via the local media in a way
specifically tailored to their preferences.
This is what GlobalCom PR Network is about
– local communication expertise combined
with a global reach.
To provide some insights into current PR trends
and local differences in PR practices, we did an
interview series that became quite popular on our

... why Bulgarian journalists rarely ask questions in
press conferences and why ‖off the record comments‖ are not a good idea in Italy
... what to expect from a Russian client dinner
and what differences there are in Northern and
Southern European punctuality
... and how to avoid common communication mistakes by bridging the regional and cultural gaps.
We‘d like to thank all our partners who participated in this interview series and hope you will
enjoy this little journey through a colorful
international PR landscape as much as we did.
Ralf Hartmann, Co-Founder of GlobalCom PR
Network

* The series is based on phone or face-to-face interviews and written input, therefore please excuse language mistakes
which might reflect foreign language influences.

BULGARIA
Learn why Bulgarian media rarely asks questions in press conferences, why the latest Heineken beer and Pampers campaigns used Facebook as a
main communication channel, and why the high acceptance of new communication channels causes problems in the use of the local language.

Gergana Vassileva is Managing Partner of United
Partners in Sofia – GlobalCom PR Network‘s
Partner in Bulgaria. Gergana has worked in the PR
industry for 14 years and has a background in
Marketing, Management, Communications and
International economy.
United Partners was founded in 1996 and belongs to the best established PR specialist in the
market which is verified by PR awards including
Agency of the Year 2003, 2004 and 2006.
The agency works for clients such as Procter &
Gamble, ING, Western Union, BASF, Philips, Coty,
IBM, Heineken, and Autodesk, among many others.
United Partners provides a strong expertise in
social media, corporate and brand communi-cations,
public affairs, crisis communications, events
management and BTL campaigns.

Are there PR practices in which you think
your region differs from PR in other part of the
world?

This way they also make sure to avoid misinterpretations and mistakes caused by the language
gap.

GV: With Social Media and e-communications
you‘ll find similar trends and tendencies in Bulgarian PR as in many other countries. Although,
the use of the new channels causes problems
other countries do not experience. The Bulgarian
language uses the Cyrillic alphabet. Many new
communication channels such as texting from a
mobile phone don‘t offer the Cyrillic letters. So we
have to use the Latin alphabet and try to find
alternative spellings for Cyrillic letters that don‘t
have an equivalent in the Latin alphabet.
This causes some problems as there often is no
―correct‖ spelling form for this transit.
Back to PR – the use of celebrities for PR is very
common in our market. Every celebrity has a PR
person and topics such a fashion and beauty are
very popular. At the moment you‘ll find bill-boards
advertising plastic surgery everywhere in the
larger cities in Bulgaria.

What do clients from other markets
need to keep in mind when they plan to do PR
in your region?

Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

GV: To consider that the media are working the
same everywhere. Bulgaria is a small country
and people know each other. The approach
when organizing campaigns should be localized.
Another common mistake many companies make
is to think if they do PR in a relatively small country their communication material can be used in
English. But while Bulgarian media accepts and
welcomes company speakers giving presentations and interviews in English they expect the
press material to be translated into Bulgarian.

GV: Companies can save lots of efforts and hardship by working with an established local partner.
It‘s very important to find an agency with the right
market knowledge and established contacts.
While this might be true for most countries there
are regions where it is even more essential, like in
a small country such as ours with very established networks and a historical background
that still influences communication needs today.
Just one of many examples demonstrating this is
the behavior of journalists at press conferences.
Many companies are disappointed because
nobody will ask questions in meetings where several media representatives are present. So it‘s
very important to offer the editors an opportunity to
ask questions in 1-2-1 meetings. They will be
looking for an individual and unique news angle
for their coverage. The fact that this need is stronger in our market than in some others might be
related to the communism history when people
have not been allowed to have or express an individual opinion.

FRANCE
Learn why you have to think French in order to do successful PR in France, how to get time-challenged journalists to take time for a product launch event and
the difference in Northern and Southern European punctuality with French PR expert Sandra Labé renne.

Are there any PR practices in which you
think your region differs from PR in other part
of the world?

Sandra Labé renne is Managing Partner of
Point Virgule in Paris – GlobalCom PR
Network‘s Partner in France. Sandra has
worked in the PR industry for 15 years and has
a background in Communication.
Created in 1989, Point Virgule became one of the
most important independent French PR agencies.
For more than 19 years, Point Virgule has been
helping hundreds of clients to build and improve
their image and brand awareness and to become
market references in the mind of journalists and
potential customers. Among the clients Point
Virgule works for are companies like Yingli Green
Energy, Dimension Data, Akamai, LSI Logic,
Alata-via, Fullsix Group, etc.

SL: The French are very self-centered. It starts
with most French people‘s relation to foreign
languages but also influences other elements of
PR practices. For example, French journalists are
only interested in local case studies, local client
announcements and news on the activities of the
client‘s company in France.
Unlike many other countries our press also still
prefers face to face press meetings – instead of
phone interviews which are much more popular in
the USA and the UK for example. Most of our
journalists also only trust French company
spokespersons.
Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

SL: The French media are really allergic to the
typical international marketing phrases. For
example every company seems to position
itself as ―the leader‖ in their market.
Also most companies send over an international Marketing Manager or somebody from the
general management team, who then presents
the big global picture and the global strategy of
the company. But these people tend not to have
enough local insight into the French market and
the activities of their company in France, and the
French press will be nearly exclusively focused
on the news and information related to France. It
is therefore essential to include a local French
spokes- person into the interview.
Due to the language issue we also have to make
sure press material is always available in French.

This is essential as companies otherwise risk
having none of the editors reading or using the
material.
What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

SL: Think French – or if you can‘t, pick the
brain of a French colleague or PR consultant!
No, seriously: Foreign companies, especially those from the USA, still think of Europe as one region and don‘t take into account how different the
cultures in Europe can be, and how much impact
this has on PR work.
Besides the language issue and other practices
described above, this also concerns cultural aspects such as punctuality or reliability regarding
press meetings or calls. The Southern European
understanding of punctuality differs from that of
Northern Europe. If a meeting at a trade fair was
confirmed for 2:30, for most French people 2:55
is still nearly on time. In order to make sure
editors will show up at confirmed meetings we
call them and send reminders a day before the
meeting or even again on the day of the meeting,
which would probably be considered a bit over the
top in other regions. On the bright side, we can still
arrange lunch meetings with editors who then take
their time to really get to know company
representatives by combining their lunch break
with a business meeting, while in other regions
editors might not be able to invest more time than
a short phone briefing. And what better place can
there be than Paris to enjoy a nice lunch?

GERMANY
Wibke Sonderkamp provides insights into current trends and developments in the German media landscape and PR practices before telling us about cultural
gaps and clients who had to be re-animated with some excellent German beer after their first encounter with the shockingly outspoken German press.
and information in a way they can easily transform
into articles without additional interaction.
Even if the creation or localization of press releases requires more work, the bright side is that
they most often produce a lot more coverage than
in other regions. Specialized agencies like ours
also send the press release directly to editors covering this specific topic instead of - or in addition
to - using newswire.
Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

Wibke Sonderkamp is Director of PR
Operations at GlobalCom PR Network
Germany and head of GlobalCom‘s
international IT & Technology team. She has
been working in Tech PR for ten years and has
a
background
in
journalism
and
communication. Founded in 1990, the Munich
based GlobalCom PR Network GmbH has
offered companies PR and Communication in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland for more than
20 years. Through the international agency
network, GlobalCom also supports international
accounts and campaigns. The agency is focused
on IT and technology topics including the
cleantech market. GlobalCom‘s CleanEnergy
Project is, with 40,000 members, the largest
German-language community in the market for
cleantech, renewables, sustainability, and more.

Are there any PR practices in which you think
your region differs from PR in other part of
the world?

WS: Quoting a US blogger living in Germany:
―Germans are brutally honest, and this is not
because they mean any ill-will, it is simply because Germans love facts.‖
German journalists dealing with tech topics are
usually very well-informed and love digging into
technical details. It is therefore important to have
a spokesperson who can answer those kind of
questions. The way we compose press releases
in Germany also differs at least from US, UK and
Asian press releases, which are quite formalized
and often contain a lot of marketing language.
Journalists expect us to get rid of the marketing
phrases and to provide them with facts, figures

WS: Although the media preferences are well
known we still see a lot of 1-2-1 translations of
press releases and press material. There are two
common reasons for this: either the company
insists it can only be a direct translation without
changes as there is nobody who could approve
an adapted German version, or because simply
translating a release is quicker and easier.
As some companies today tend to go for the cheapest offer, they have to keep in mind that a very
low press release price might only cover a simple
translation. This is definitely an area where going
cheap and seemingly saving money will actually
result in wasting money. Another common
mistake for companies is to think their campaigns
will work worldwide and to ignore local angles by
not integrating their local sales / marketing / PR
teams into the decision making process. This way
some companies completely miss the local
market demands of current hot topics they could
address. I spoke to a completely desperate
country manager once who had invested a lot
into achieving excellent test results and
certifications he was planning to use for the local
PR and Marketing campaigns. The headquarters,
however, completely ignored the local input and

he had to use the translated global material
which he knew just by the look and feel of the
campaign would not work well in his local market.
Regarding press meetings - many foreign companies think they can dominate the meeting by
giving their marketing presentation with a nice
sales pitch. If you do so you can practically see
German editors closing up and loosing interest immediately. They expect fact-based news
and relevant company background information
as well as a dialogue about the presented
products / solutions.

shock regarding the editors‘ critical questions and
in-your-face-feedback they appreciate meetings
with the German press very much. In addition to
the often useful feedback, you‘ll always know what
the editor thinks, as one of our clients put it. So if
he thinks the solution is lacking in certain areas
you will have the chance to explain any
misunderstandings or to admit some weak points
and follow-up when the problems have been
solved. While in other countries an editor might
smile and nod throughout the meeting and write
an awful review afterwards.

What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

AND after a meeting in Germany there is always
the option to go to a beer garden or restaurant
and to enjoy some nice German food and excellent beer or wine.
.

WS: As for most markets, local expertise and localization of the communication efforts is the key to
successful PR. I can never understand why some
companies pay for local support if they are not
prepared to make use of the local insights. It is
therefore a good advice for a company to look for
a PR agency that has the local expertise as well
as experience in international PR initiatives. This
way the agency can help the client to plan campaigns across borders, integrating local specifics
while making sure PR communication is aligned
with the overall corporate messaging.
Keeping in mind the German specifics described
before, companies have to keep in mind that Germans have what I once heard someone describe
as ―a very low marketing bullshit tolerance‖. Most
editors prefer technical or operational spokespersons to Marketing Managers and will appreciate a down-to-earth and hands-on attitude.
Feedback from our clients tells us that once the
company representatives have absorbed the first

DENMARK
In PR, this little Nordic country has developed a taste for online communication, Social Media and other alternatives to classical PR, as Jess Myrthu reports.

In general terms Denmark is a small village,
where everybody knows what their neighbors
are doing. This situation has to be taken into
serious consideration when, for instance,
working in the field of public affairs.
Can you describe common mistakes
foreign companies make?

Jess Myrthu is Chairman of The Board, Senior
Partner and Senior Communication Advisor at Jø p,
Ove & Myrthu A / S. Jess is Vice-Chairman of SOS
Bø rnebyerne, is on the board of numerous
businesses and is often used as a lecturer and
arranger of congresses, hearings and the like. He
sits on various Danish and international
committees and commissions in the financial
sector. He established Jess Myrthu ApS and was
co-founder of Jø p, Ove & Myrthu Aps (now Jø p,
Ove & Myrthu A / S). Jø p, Ove & Myrthu A / S is a
full-service communication agency focusing on
strategic communication advice. The agency has
worked for several international companies with
interests in Denmark, more than a thousand of
Denmark‘s largest companies and numerous Danish municipalities, ministries and other public
organisations. Today they have more than 100
active clients who continuously profit from their
consultancy services.

Are there PR practices in which you think your
region differs from PR in other parts of the world?
JM: The traditional press-based PR seems to be
more difficult in Denmark compared to other
countries – such as the UK, USA and central and
south European countries. We are a very little
country with approx. 5 million people. We have very
few national dailies (Jyllands-Posten, Politiken,
Berlingske), only two significant tabloids (B.T. and
Extra Bladet) and only two national TV stations (DR
and TV2). The editors of the few significant
newspapers are very aware of what is categorized
as an attempt to have free ads. We have been
involved in several international press campaigns
and seen our press releases printed in, for example,
American media but ignored in the Danish media.
We have been involved in several international
press campaigns and seen our press releases
printed in, for example, American media but ignored
in the Danish media.

JM: They try to use the same tools as they use in
bigger countries. An optimal campaign in Denmark is based on an understanding of the Danish
mentality, the Danish political situation and the
special demographics of a small country.
And, very importantly, even though we have a
very small population and Danish is a strange
language (det er der i hvert fald mange
mennesker, der synes, nå r de hø rer os tale),
spoken only by a few million, it has to be used
when doing PR in Denmark.
What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

JM: I would say exactly the same things as my
Bulgarian colleague stated in a previous interview:
―Companies can save lots of efforts and hardship
by working with an established local partner. It‘s
very important to find an agency with the right
market knowledge and established contacts.
While this might be true for most countries there
are regions where it is even more essential like in
a small county such as ours with very established
networks.‖

ITALY
Learn how the financial crisis influenced PR practices in Italy, how to intelligently integrate Social Media and classical press release distribution to
fulfill the needs of today‘s media professionals in Italy.

Are there PR practices in which you think
your region differs from PR in other part of
the world?

Vilma Bosticco is a Managing Partner of the Milan
based agency Prima Pagina Comunicazione –
GlobalCom PR Network Partner Italy for IT and
Tech topics. Vilma has spent the first ten years of
her professional life in the IT market working for
Italian subsidiaries of US companies like Concurrent Computer Corporation, Oracle Corporation,
Ashton-Tate, Borland. In 1993 she became part
of the staff of a Public Relation Agency operating
in the IT market, where she was Account Supervisor. She founded Prima Pagina Comunicazione
in December 1995 together with Tania Acerbi and
Massimo Reverberi.

VB: In our country language is still an issue, so
international corporations should take into
account the fact that launching a central
campaign through social media is not a guarantee for getting coverage in the local country. Each
campaign needs to be localized, not only as far as
contents are concerned, but also in terms of local
market needs and understanding.
Also when approaching Italian journalist you
have to take into account the fact that they
may not have the same approach as, for
example, UK or US journalists have.
Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

VB: The most common mistake is to think that
what worked abroad will for sure work in Italy as
well. It‘s not always the case. For example we
noticed a trend where foreign companies prefer to
centrally handle global announcements by doing
teleconferences with journalists from different
countries.
While I fully understand the reasons to do so (cost
reduction, saving time and money avoiding
executives travelling across the European continent) I‘m always skeptical about organizing such
―virtual‖ meetings with Italian journalists. Apart
from language barriers, our reporters are difficult
to ―catch‖: They may confirm their attendance to
the teleconference and then they simply do not
connect to the call. When you contact them the
following day to understand why they missed the
event, they‘ll answer that they had last minute

priorities and they‘ll ask for a press kit or a
playback.
There are other areas in which we always advise
our customers as companies regularly make
mistakes in situations such as press meetings.
Maybe ―off the record‖ comments work in other
regions but we warn customers about mentioning
information they don‘t want to see appearing in the
media in Italy. I guess we Italians have a hard time
keeping a secret. Maybe is has to do with our
history of having big families or living in small villages or city districts where when you tell somebody something, it can be expected that soon the
whole family or village will know about it anyway.
What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

VB: You need to tailor the information you are
sharing to the different journalists‘ needs and level
of knowledge. This is why having a local agency
driving your campaigns is really important. I‘ve
seen many examples of companies deciding to
centrally handle PR activities in the Italian market.
Unless you are a very well known brand, this
usually turns into poor and fragmented coverage.
You still need to carry on ongoing activities in Ita-ly,
you have to be very proactive with our press if you
want to get the level of attention that any company
investing in PR is wishing to receive.

JAPAN
Tadahisa Kimura, General Manager at GlobalCom‘s partner agency Kyodo Public Relations in Tokyo, informs us about current trends in media and PR in
Japan. Online and social media are becoming increasingly popular here, but traditional media like newspapers and TV still have the highest priority.

Are there PR practices in which you think
your region differs from PR in other part of
the world?

Tadahisa Kimura is Member of the Board and General Manager of Overseas Operation (exc. China)
at Kyodo Public Relations. He joined Kyodo PR in
1990. He has been responsible for the success of
a large number of projects such as PR programs
for foreign governments as well as PR programs
for national and international companies from
different industries. Kimura-san commands excellent and reliable relationships with the press,
especially with business news departments of
newspapers, news departments and business
magazines in Japan. He is a renowned expert in
media consultation for corporate branding including IR and M&A. His education includes university studies abroad – including Germany – and he
speaks English and German.

TK: Face-to-face meetings with journalists are the
most important part of PR activities in Japan. Each
department of major publications or broadcast
stations receives more than 200 press releases a
day for just 3 or 4 pages devoted to business
related articles. And it is nearly as difficult to obtain
publicity in their online news sites due to the limited
space.
Therefore the only approach that leads to success
is to ask for face-to-face meetings or follow-up
calls to be arranged by a local PR agency.
Despite the fact that press releases are
usually distributed by means of both digital
channels and traditional mail, follow-up
contacts like this should be done by direct
communication from PR professional with the
appropriate local media know-how.
In addition you have to know Japan‘s unique
―press club system‖. Disclosure of company‘s
official information is strictly regulated by procedure, date and time at each press club from the
governmental press club to the IT
communication press club. Each press club
usually consists of major national dailies and
broadcasting units. Due to the complicated
procedures system, companies might miss the
opportunities to deliver their news and
information within the appropriate slot.

Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

TK: Japanese consumers care about product
usability very much and often publish their feedback on review sites or forums. This does not
only concern product quality, but also customer
service. Due to the fact that not many Japanese
people speak English, mistakes with product
specifications or language translations may be
seen as inadequate service quality. Therefore
the localization of all kinds of material in Japan
should be considered a ―must‖ for entering the
Japanese market. In many areas of business, domestic Japanese companies have already claimed
their market share, so foreign companies have to
compete with them to claim a market share. We
therefore advise clients to localize their marketing
material and programs and to focus on their
strengths compared to the domestic companies.
From a PR point of view, Japanese media love
catchy words such as ―the world‘s biggest‖,
Japan‘s first‖ or ―exclusive to Japan‖. Another
important point is that business in Japan is
completely different from the one in China or Korea.
The media situation is different too, so foreign
companies need a localized strategy for each
country.

What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

TK: Most clients assume the Japanese way to
keep good relations with the media is to go to
Karaoke bars with them. But seriously: we think
face-to-face meetings are the gateway to establishing a strong relationship with journalists. The
meetings don‘t even have to be arranged by the
client company – a PR agency can also hold
meetings for client, e.g. to support an important
news. Nevertheless clients should demonstrate
their dedication to the local market by initiating
press meetings in person at least once a year.
Another important thing to consider is the detailed research that can be expected from both
Japanese journalists and PR agencies. While Japanese journalists write news articles based on
press releases, journalists from newspapers will
usually ask additional questions or call and send
e-mails to confirm details and facts with the PR
contact. In order to increase media exposure in
Japan, foreign companies need to establish a local ―press desk‖ to handle media inquiries. This
can be handled by a company‘s local PR division
or outsourced to a PR agency. The key requirement for these press desks is the ability to communicate in Japanese and to provide answers to
media inquiries very quickly and in the appropriate format expected locally.

CHINA
The Middle Kingdom is still an adventurous task, especially given that the role of media still differs from the one in other markets. Do you want to
learn more about the No. 1 Internet nation worldwide? Just read what Kelvin Chen, Executive Associate at EASTWEST Public Relations, has to say
about the challenges of PR in China.

Kelvin Chen is Executive Associate of EASTWEST
Public Relations, Asia‘s leading independent PR
agency since 1995. Kelvin works with B2B
companies in Beijing to provide services to local,
multi-national
and
international
clients.
Established in Singapore in 1995, EASTWEST
offers clients proactive marketing support services
based on the guiding principles of creativity in
thinking, respect in relationships, and integrity in
business. The agency focuses on key verticals:
Business-to-Business, Consumer Technology, and
Healthcare. EASTWEST is a privately held
company and works with multinationals and SMEs
to deliver local and regional campaigns. The agency
has built CONNECT, a proprietary knowledge
management platform that enables faster time-tomarket with news and delivers greater effectiveness
and efficiency in getting clients noticed. With offices
in Singapore and Beijing, EASTWEST is a
Brodeur|PLEON Worldwide Partner, and a member
of the IPRN network.
.
Are there PR practices in which you think your
region differs from PR in other part of the world?
KC: In my experience the difference is one of
timeframe and expectation. PR in the USA and
Europe has been practiced since the 1950‘s and
companies understand the time that is required to
build an understanding of an organization over time.
They also respect the editorial integrity of the media.
In China, where the PR industry is less than a
decade old and there is a practice of paying for
coverage, to which EASTWEST does not adhere,

PR is seen as tactical and the expectation is that it will generate a direct result immediately. In a country
where the pace of growth is so fast, the concept of long term value is sacrificed at the altar of superficial
quality.
Also, the role of media – and as a consequence, also of PR – is certainly still different from the one in
Western countries. Media in China are still censored, and people are well aware of this. Still,
communications channels like TV reach the overwhelming majority of people in China. For example,
CCTV, the major state television broadcaster in China, reaches about 95% of the Chinese population
with its 19 channels. And also radio programs have become increasingly popular, especially given the
growing number of people who are driving their own car (and spend a lot of time in traffic jams).
Altogether, the media market in China has developed dynamically during the last 10 years; there are now
approximately 2,200 newspapers and over 7,000 magazines to choose from. The financial situation for a
great number of them has become a bit tight, though. That of course creates a lot of pressure, and they
are eager to sell ads wherever possible. Since PR and advertisement are often mixed, companies who
are communicating to the media are often urged to place ads.
. . . . .......... .......
Besides classic PR and online PR, blogger relations have become a lot more important for PR executives
in China. Bloggers should be contacted carefully – as some of them write about critical issues, they might
not like to be contacted directly. Social networks like Renren, Kaixin, and Douban, blog and
microblogging services like Sina Microblogging are used for informal communication and for exchange on
personal topics. Information of companies and products plays a less dominant role than in the West. Still,
social media are a valuable communication channel – if you do some extensive research on the social
media scene, get familiar with the special interest of those bloggers who are relevant for you and contact
them carefully, you may well gain their attention and thus reach their
readers. …………………………………………………………………………….
Can you describe common mistakes foreign companies make?
KC: The number one mistake is of course not to invest at all into PR and Marketing in China. Brand
loyalty has by far not developed to the same extent as in many other countries – and all the brands of the
world are trying to conquer the biggest market worldwide at the same time. Consumers are confronted
with a real cacophony of messages 24 hours a day – and unless your product is a global brand already
that Chinese consumers are longing for – you better make yourself heard.
Of course this goes especially for the consumer sector – companies from the B2B sector can be a lot
more selective with regard to their communications channels.
In any case, there are quite a number of rules to follow when you enter the Chinese market, and that
starts with your company and brand name already. It may well be a longer process to select a Chinese
name for your company and brand, which should be supported by a professional agency. The investment
is definitely worth it, because a strange Chinese name can kill your reputation right from the start. Just to

give you an example: In May, I attended a brainstorming workshop organized by the Bank of Montreal to
find a new Chinese name for the bank. The bank‘s Chinese name is pronounced as Meng Hang, which is
very similar to the Chinese word ―cheating bank‖. The name for your company and brand should have a
positive meaning in Chinese, and this definitely needs local expertise.
Then of course ―saving face‖ is an important principle of communication in China – talking straight is a lot
more delicate here in China than elsewhere, and directly criticizing someone is certainly a ―no-no‖. At the
same time, foreign companies should know how to react to criticism towards them – justified or not.
Foreign companies are observed closely here in China, and that includes the media, and there are
always cases of blackmailing: journalists threatening to publish some bad news on the company. Never
react in panic – informing the media in an adequate and correct way, staying in contact with them and
updating them regularly will not keep all the damage away from you, but it will reduce it significantly. As
you might imagine, crisis communication is one of the services that is most requested from foreign
companies.
What do clients from other markets need to keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your region?
KC: Working with an experienced PR agency that offers state-of-the-art know-how as well as an excellent
contact network is a prerequisite for successful PR work in China. The agency should be well connected
not only to the media, but also to local authorities, industry experts and relevant key opinion leaders.
PR business is still a people‘s business here in China. Therefore establishing a good personal
relationship with the journalists is paramount – sending out press releases by e-mail to someone you
don‘t know simply won‘t work. Press meetings including lunch or dinner would be adequate to introduce
your company to selected journalists as a first step. Topics focusing on China and your company‘s
activities in China are preferred. Regarding the media distribution list, you should always consider that as
a consequence of frequent job changes among journalists, this list would have to be updated regularly.
When you start your PR activities you should carefully think about the messages you want to
communicate. CSR has developed as a major issue here in China, and your company‘s stakeholders,
including the general public, will always be interested in the impact of your company‘s activities on China.
That includes local investment, your HR policy, social activities as well as environmental standards. The
main question will always be: ―What are you doing for China, and how will your stakeholders, your clients
and the general public benefit from your activities in China?‖
Many Chinese journalists – in spite of the restrictions of the media – are keen on writing good stories and
expect real news when they attend press events. One thing has not changed though – they still expect
the ―hong bao‖, the envelope with their travel allowance. This envelope should contain about 300-400
RMB for print and about 1,500 RMB for TV journalists. The ―hong bao‖ should be handed over together
with the press material. The reason for this is very simple: journalists used to get very low salaries, and
really needed the money to pay for transport. Nowadays the job perspectives for journalists have
improved, but the ―hong bao‖ is still appreciated.

SPAIN
Spanish people are considered to be very communicative anyway, in the design oriented Spanish cities such as Barcelona creativity and flexibility can be a
huge success factor for PR and communication activities. PR expert Josep M. Iglesias shares some insights into PR practices with a Spanish flavour.

Are there any PR practices in which you think
your region differs from PR in other parts of the
world?

JI: Spain has traditionally been less permeable to
global trends for historical and language-related
reasons. Now that has changed, but the Spanish
press still needs to find a local angle for news
stories. With regard to social networks, there is
the peculiarity that among young people - Tuenti,
a local Spanish platform (created by an American who lives here) - is a strong competitor for
Facebook.
Josep M. Iglesias is a Managing Partner of the
Barcelona-based agency IT COMUNICACION –
GlobalCom PR Network‘s partner in Spain. Josep
started his career in PR after obtaining degrees in
law and journalism. Over the last fifteen years he
has worked for agencies with a variety of clients
from different industries, including tourism,
lifestyle, design, IT, and healthcare.

Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

JI: I fully agree with what my colleague, Vilma
Bosticco, said in her interview. In northern Europe, the English-speaking world has a strong influenced on the way things are done. That doesn‘t
work the same in the south of Europe.
Any company operating in Spain must be absolutely flexible: trying to get a list of confirmations for
a press conference a week beforehand simply
isn‘t going to happen. In fact, we can get confirmations for a press trip the day before the plane is
due to leave. We PR professionals would prefer to
work in a more orderly and planned fashion,

and we are the first to want to apply this and to
feel good about it. But we have to be capable
of adapting and knowing how to react.
What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

JI: The main thing really is to know the local
market. The only way to do that is by drawing on
sector professionals in the country or people who
live here. In fact, this is one of the main values of
GlobalCom. We design global strategies applied
locally, and adapted to each market by local PR
experts.

FINLAND
Finland is the country where Angry Birds, Linux, sms-messages and Nokia were born. It is a country of woods, 1500 km of Russian border, over 100 000
lakes and 5.3 million people living in an area which is almost the size of France. Find out if and how these facts influence the way PR is done there.

Are there PR practices in which you think
your region differs from PR in other part of
the world?

What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

JL: When it comes to Finland, I would answer no
– I suppose the practices are very similar to other
European countries, except that web is maybe
more used than in some parts of Europe.
I have heard many people and companies think it
is difficult to get media coverage in Finland. The
explanation is: There are 3-4 main national or
regional newspapers, 3-4 additional business
focused dailies, weeklies or monthlies and for IT
and tech another 3-5. It can be hard to get
coverage in the national or regional dailies business sections, but it‘s also hard to get coverage in
the main IT titles because the vast area they have
to cover. These magazines cover the entire range
of IT, Internet and technology solutions – there is
no specialist IT media in Finland.
Is there any point in doing PR at all? We recommend aiming for quality instead of quantity – for
example, stories with local angles rather than
universal product releases

JL: A typical Finnish business journalist receives
more than 100 email releases a day. He can‘t
possibly read all of them. Guess which one will be
opened – the one with a relevant Finnish title or
the international corporate release in English?
And as journalists are nowa-days busier than
ever – only one ends up in the news. Try to make
it as local and locally relevant as possible.

Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

Jukka Laikari is a founding partner of IFPR Finland, partner of the GlobalCom PR-Network, an
Espoo based agency that is located next to the
Nokia, Microsoft and Angry Birds offices and Aalto University campus.Finland IFPR also operates
in Ukraine, a 45 million people market, which is
located only 2 hours flight from Helsinki.

JL: Even though most Finns in business positions
and all of the journalists speak reasonably fluent
English, it is a major mistake to try to make PR in
English. The journalists need to produce their
output in Finnish or in some cases in Swedish –
therefore PR professionals should do their job in
those 2 languages as well to make sure that their
message will be delivered.

INDIA
Xavier Prabhu, Founder and Chief Mentor of the Indian communication group Businesshubs, explains why PR is highly localized in India and why a lot of overseas companies fail here in their overall marketing and PR strategies. Additionally, he explains the mobile revolution in India and the increasing
acceptance of the new communication channels in this market.
Xavier Prabhu is the Founder and Chief Mentor of Businesshubs, a fledging branding and communication group with three brands under it: PRHUB (a full services PR firm, and medium-sized agency in Indian terms), MindSpark (a graphic and interactive design firm) and DialogueS (online and social media support).
He is a board member of one of the largest B-schools in India and is a frequent speaker on topics like branding, marketing communication, PR and social media both in India and overseas. PRHUB, the group‘s flagship brand was ranked by Holmes Report as one of the emerging firms out of Asia and ranked by a
social media site as Top 2 in HR in India. Xavier regularly writes articles for lea-ding media on various topics and will soon host a chat show in a regional TV channel in India on secrets of successful entrepreneurs. Off work, he loves being father to his two children, traveling, reading and writing.
Are there PR practices in which you think your region differs from PR in other parts of the world?

XP: India is very different - one city here could be as large as a European country. Then you have multiple local languages which vary from region to region. Not to mention media behavior - this varies from one metropolis to another. To top it all we have one of the most democratic media in the world (that
is increasingly getting commercial) which is absolutely non-regulated. We see a lot of European and Japanese companies struggling with this and often they are trying to replicate here what was successful elsewhere. Korean and American companies are slightly better though they have had their blushes.
Celebrity culture is catching up in India, reality shows are the latest chart busters and there is a genre emerging called reality show stars. The money is big even by global standards, attracting overseas celebrities as well. Brands using them for PR have leaped as well, but it has its own challenges. Often
the fees charged by these celebs are very high, and it sometimes becomes a challenge to get decent ROI, even with good media coverage. Not to mention the brand getting lost and the celebrity getting all the prominence.
PR in India is definitely getting more sophisticated, and increasingly you will find many PR firms in India operating the way agencies in UK or US would do, except for cultural and language differences.
Can you describe common mistakes foreign companies make?

XP: It is a different market and you just need to adapt to it and spend time understanding it. Too many companies come here thinking they will be successful here just because they have been successful in 55 other markets.
The market dynamics as well as behavior and customs of Indian consumers are significantly different, which is another facet that is often not understood or even an attempt made to do so. Large parts of the Indian market are value driven; people want quality at the best price and they are used to
getting what they want. Successful companies develop products specifically for the Indian market, while the laggards try to bring their existing products to India.
The Indian market is also a mix of extremes. We have the poorest of the poor - who don‘t come into the consuming class - and the richest of the rich. One of our tycoons is just moving into a $1 billion, 22-storey tower he has constructed for himself and his family to live in. We also have a strong middle
class which forms the primary target for most brands. That means you need to have a customized strategy depending on which audience you are addressing here. There is not one India; there are multiple Indias within the boundaries of our country.
Additionally, the urban India which most visitors see is not the real India. Meeting well-educated Indians dressed in western style in five star hotels in the major cities is just the surface – this is not the ―real‖ India. Often many of them are kind of ―alien‖ to Indians as well, and fail to understand
what this vast, complex country and market is all about.
Finally, with Indian companies now becoming global leaders, investment flowing outward as much as inward and a lot of Indian executives making it big globally, it is a level playing field where we look at a company coming in to give and take.
It‘s simply not to be one sided. I recall one of the European country‘s ambassadors in India telling me candidly that gone are the days when their executives used to fly to India and talk arrogantly since they brought in investment. Today, they are being coached to change their approach as it is
now the other way round: now it‘s their companies that need the Indian market or international investment.
What do clients from other markets need to keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your region?

XP: Come with an open mind and be willing to be out of the box. The chaos of India has only led to millions of entrepreneurs blooming, seeing it as an opportunity and thriving in it to create one of the most dynamic economies of the world today. So don‘t be deterred by it.
It is not a place where you can take everything for granted but it is slowly getting there. But it is a market that is changing the rules head on and one of the most dynamic markets in the world. Being born and living here, it is difficult to us to fathom the change that is happening all around us at
such fast pace. Just imagine the plight of those from outside.
It is fun, take it in your stride and enjoy the ride. You will never regret it nor will your company or brand.

LATVIA
In our interview, PR expert Vita Savicka explains how the financial crisis influenced PR practices in Latvia. She also explains the evolution of the
local media landscape and general local differences in PR practices.

Are there PR practices in which you think your
region differs from PR in other part of the world?

VS: Media avoid writing informative articles about
business
companies,
success
stories,
management interviews that reveal know-how etc.
They focus more on figures, facts, and problematic issues.
It also seems that at least 50% of media prefer traditional forms of communication and
don‘t attend video, online or telephone press
conferences.
Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

VS: Common failures are made when companies
forget that there are regional and country differences among various markets. For example,
very often international press releases are not
effective if they are not translated into the local
language.
Vita Savicka is CEO of the GlobalCom PR Network
partner agency Baltic Communication Partners in
Latvia. She started her professional career in public
relations in 1993 as a press secretary of the thenPresident of Latvia, Guntis Ulmanis. After working
in the State Chancellery, she has been head of
communication for UNDP Latvia, communication
consultant for World Bank and Executive
Directorate of IIHF World Championship, as well as
associate professor in Vidzeme University College.
She holds a Master in Communication and Master
in Politics.

There are situations when we receive very commercial releases from international companies –
about new products, company success story
etc., but that kind of information works very rarely, only in cases when there is really
something unique.

What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

VS: Latvia is not a country that is not interested in
international news and trends but the chances a
press release or information is picked up increase
- just like in most markets – if there is a local angle to it. Instead of just translating an international
press announcement, a local PR agency can help
companies to make information more attractive
for local journalists.
In addition to basic things such as adapting the
format and layout of the text based on local preferences this mainly means to add some local
touch and find a local angle. Here companies
profit from the agencies insights into the local
market trends and developments, their
knowledge local events, editorial calendars and
popular topics currently discussed in the media.

CZECH REPUBLIC
The demand for professional PR support by local PR experts in the Czech Republic is growing as Eastern Europe becomes an increasingly
attractive market for international companies. Learn more about current communication trends in today‘s interview with PR expert Martin Frydl.

Are there PR practices in which you think
your region differs from PR in other parts of
the world?

MF: Although it has belonged to the communist
bloc in the second half of 20th century, the
Czech Republic has been historically more part
of western rather than eastern Europe. This is a
fact which clients coming from the west tend to
forget. Media and journalists here are for
instance very independent and their behavior is
very close to the western model.

Martin Frydl has worked for the past 15 years as
Executive Partner of AC&C Public Relations, one
of the leading Czech communication consultancies. He is responsible for service
coordination of key clients and for strategic
planning of communication programs for clients
such as Nokia, T-Mobile or Honeywell. He is also
involved in activities of the Association of Czech
Public Relations Agencies (APRA) as an executive
board member, responsible for external
communication. In the early 90s he worked as a
reporter in the business news section of the
publicly owned TV broadcaster Czech TV and
subsequently as deputy editor-in-chief of the
leading national business daily Hospodá ské
noviny.

The Czech Republic is also very good base for
further expansion east. On one hand, clients can
work in a business environment almost identi-cal
to western standards, on the other hand they can
utilize our understanding of the markets lying
further east.

Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

MF: I think this is the same all over the world...
Implementing global strategy locally without
giving space to local specifics is the worst you
can do. Fortunately, this is much more frequently
seen in ATL and other marketing fields than in PR.
PR is lucky to get relative independence.
What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

MF: Listen to your local team and your local agencies. Moreover: encourage them to tell you what
they think. Only they can tell you what works on
the local market and what does not. If you do not
listen, you will invest a lot of time and money into
activities without corresponding results.

VIETNAM
The communication specialists at VERO Public Relations give us an insight into the general development of PR and current media and
communication trends. Recent PR examples demonstrate how to utilize these trends to do successful PR in Vietnam.
Can you describe common mistakes foreign companies
make?
HN: Many foreign PR companies think that in order to create
good news or stories in the newspapers and magazines,
they have to pay for the journalists. However, in fact there
are still many other ways of having good media coverage
including developing good and professional relationships
with the media in order to improve the mutual understanding
between agencies and journalists and clearly understanding
the requirements of the media in order to provide them with
relevant and suitable information.
Instead of researching and adapting to the local
communication style when coming to Vietnam, some foreign
companies will apply exactly the same working style without
adjustment which leads to conflicts with the local staff. For
example, Western people are usually straight-forward while
Asian people prefer a more subtle way in presenting their
comments or ideas. Or staying inside the box: A lot of
businesses stick with the same newspaper and radio plugs.
There are many other means to reach out and generate
attention. In fact, some publicists now use pitch letters to
suggest stories, rather than sending the overused press and
media releases.
PR Specialists Son Nguyen and Vicky Tran, Crisis Management Manager Carmen Le and Event Specialist Ha Ngo
from the VERO Account team came together to answer our PR questions. Most of the team recently graduated from
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in Vietnam. Together they have a broad background in journalism and
communication, having worked for well known media and clients from both B2B and B2C markets.
Vero Public Relations supports clients in expanding their business in Thailand, Vietnam and Cambodia, through smart
public relations campaigns which effectively build and maintain relationships with key stakeholders, customers and
influencers. Vero Public Relations services include branding, media relations, event management, public affairs,
issues / crisis management and industry knowledge to support their clients with the development of a comprehensive
public relations program. This is designed to help clients to make significant strides in growing brand values, sales and
profits.

What do clients from other markets need to keep in
mind when they plan to do PR in your region?
VT: More foreign investors are coming to Vietnam and want
to do some PR activities to increase brand awareness and
extend their network with key stakeholders. One of the most
important stakeholders in Vietnam is the government. It
plays a dominant position in many different industries. It will
be a good idea if a company runs communication
campaigns which are associated with government
organizations such as a charity fund or business
association. At the same time, CSR activities are also
getting more attention from not only the government but also
the public. During the last couple of years, scandals relating
to using contaminated ingredients and chemical waste have
adversely affected many international corporations. Thus,
associating businesses with a good cause is a wise move
for getting support from people and the media. Another
piece of advice is to keep checking the regulations. As
Vietnamese legal framework is still developing, companies
should get to know government policies carefully when
conducting communication programs. Vietnam is also a
country which values traditions; therefore, foreign
companies should avoid all the content that related to
sexuality, politics or some temporary sensitive issues.

Are there any PR practices in which you think your
region differs from PR in other parts of the world?
CL: In Vietnam, although PR has gained more attention from
business, it is still a very new industry and people do not
have a good knowledge about Public Relations. Usually,
local companies underestimate the role of PR in their
businesses. A lot of large national organizations do not have
PR / Communication departments. Instead, they combine PR
and Marketing together. Companies in Vietnam often have
very low budgets for PR activities compared to those in other
regions.

KOREA
A country in which Confucius and social media influence PR practices – we thought this sounded interesting and talked to John Kim, CEO of
GlobalCom‘s Korean partner agency.

Are there PR practices in which you think
your region differs from PR in other part of
the world?

John Kim, CEO of GRAPE PR, Korea, has more than
20 years of experience in PR, marketing
communications, corporate communications,
government relations, Investor relations and issue
management. He has an excellent track record
working for client companies such as GM Daewoo
as Vice President of Corporate Affairs, GlaxoSmithKline as PR Director, LG Ad as PR Group
Director, and LG Group as Senior PR Manager.
He has counseled many Korean business leaders
including LG and Samsung to develop and execute communications strategies that enhance their
overall corporate positioning and reputation.
His successful PR projects earned him an award
for best PR practice from the Minister of Environment in 2009. John graduated from Korea University, Seoul Korea and from Sloan Business School
of Management at MIT, USA.

JK: First of all, Crisis Management considered as
one of the most important PR services in Korea.
Thus, a PR plan in the Korean market should be
developed by fully considering all possible crises.
There are several reasons for this. Firstly, there is
harsh competition in the media industry that often
leads to ―yellow journalism‖. Secondly, issue
tracking can be difficult due to the well-developed
SNS platform. – So it is very difficult to measure
the effect of each crisis. And that‘s why we have to
be very careful when coping with Crisis
Management.
Second, the characteristics of media relations for a
PR agency in Korea are somewhat different from
other part of the world – it is rather a bit personal
relations than business relations. (Maybe it can be
assumed that ―Confucianism‖ still works in Korean
society). So, ―good human relations‖ often results
‗good performance‘ in Korean PR industry.
Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

JK: The most common mistake that foreign
companies make is an inappropriate approach for
media relations, which comes from a lack of
understanding of the characteristics of media in
Korea.
I have witnessed that lots of communication personnel from foreign companies fail to properly
handle the tone & manner of media message as
their managers intended to, because they are not
familiar with Korean media. This is why PR professionals based in Korea should thoroughly

tune the message before contacting media for
any PR activities.
Many international firms tend to only focus on
dealing with ‗major media‘, which often results in a
backfiring attack from many minor media. Once
those media think they are mistreated by companies – domestic or international – they‘ll use any
chance to criticize them. That‘s why we should
keep certain level of balance.
What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

JK: ―Dynamic Korea‖, is our national slogan,
representing a key value of this country. Many
professionals agree with this concept, so I think
those clients who want to advance to Korean
market should understand the nature and
characteristics of Korea–Dynamic people. Longterm strategy is also important in Korea. When I
worked as a PR director at a global company, I
heard an interesting story indicating the
characteristics of doing business in Korea.
In Japan, you can expect the stable output of 12
from input of 10. You can expect 8 from 10 in Taiwan. But, situation is quite different & confusing in
Korea. You either can get 20 from 10 or get 5
from 10 in Korea. It totally depends on the internal / external circumstances. That is why you
have to come up with long-term strategy to
properly cope with diverse situation.
Thus, international clients should be smart and
careful in choosing PR firms in Korea. The agencies should understand both sides — local media
and international corporations – to balance the
different perspectives.

USA
Will traditional media die out in the land of social networks and direct media? Martin Jones, PR Expert and co-founder of March Communications,
explains the advantages and disadvantages of this development and its influence on PR practices. He also thinks third party media will make a
comeback because there is still a need for quality and verified news.
Are there PR practices in which you think
your region differs from PR in other parts of
the world?

Martin Jones, managing partner of March Communications, has nearly 20 years of experience
driving and executing global B2B and B2C public relations campaigns. He co-founded March
to provide both clients and agency teams with a
service and environment that is open, innovative
and inspiring. March‘s approach to social media
is driven by his firm belief that all media is social and a good campaign isn‘t about separating
traditional media from social media, it‘s about
integrating them.
Martin began his career at a London-based public
relations agency, Band & Brown, where he led
PR and marketing campaigns for BT, Cisco
Systems, Disney, HSBC, LogicaCMG, McAfee,
Sony Ericsson and Vodafone.

MJ: The media landscape is obviously very different across the globe, from the way it‘s read to
the way it‘s pitched by PR professionals, to the
relationship between editorial and advertising.
Our U.S. and European clients see a lot of value
in online coverage, whereas in Asia there is
much more prominence given to print coverage.
So while there are blogs and online titles that
perfectly strike the target audience, there is a lot
of education and justification required to
demonstrate their value.
Similarly, in the U.S., telephone or web-based
meetings are very common whereas in some
parts of Europe and again, in Asia, they are seen
as somehow sub-par, with face to face much
preferred. You also have different protocols – for
example in the Netherlands is it very normal for
clients to get the chance to review copy after a
briefing before it is published to « fact check» .
That suggestion or request doesn‘t always go
down so well with U.S. media.
So, there are many subtle differences which
come into play if a U.S. company is undertaking
activity overseas or if an overseas company is
doing a campaign in the U.S.
The impact is usually in the time and effort it
takes to explain, educate and demonstrate
these differences.

Can you describe common mistakes
foreign companies make?

MJ: The biggest common mistake is when they
try to apply clients‗ local cultures and protocols
outside their territory. For example, just
because the company is Dutch doesn‗t mean it
should have the right to review coverage in a
U.S. publication. Or just because the client is
South Korean doesn‗t mean we will be able to
pay the journalist to fly to Seoul for a face-toface interview. For many clients, it‗s simply a
question of education, which needs to be
factored into the new business or initial
planning process.
What do clients from other markets need
to keep in mind when they plan to do PR in
your region?

MJ: It‘s really important for clients to clearly demonstrate a commitment to the U.S. market,
whether that means investment in people,
office space, or setting out their strategic goals.
PR pros must work closely with clients to weed
out U.S. relevant stories and angles, and align
messaging with U.S. relevant issues and trends.
Because of the differences in the English
language between Europe and the U.S., clients
should also consider the format and language
of collateral and website copy.

BELGIUM
Find out how social media is being used in Belgium and how being creative even helps to elicit editors out of their offices. We talked to Wilma
Schippers, consultant of the agency PR-Consult in Brussels.

Are there PR practices in which you think
your region differs from PR in other part of
the world?

Belgian it needs to look like « press information»
and certainly not like a brochure..

WS: First of all, in Belgium we have to deal with
different languages and different media cultures.
Belgian languages are Flemish, French and German, but the last one is negligible, because the
German part is very small. This means that each
press release, each invitation or other press document needs to be edited in at least Flemish and
French. And it is not only the language that differs. Also the general (media) culture in Flanders
and Walloon can be quite different. When organising a press event where you want media from
both parts of the country to be present you best
look for a « neutral» place, which is often the capital Brussels. Organising something in Flanders
would result in the French speaking journalist to
be absent and vice versa.

What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

Wilma Schippers is a consultant of the Brussels
based agency PR-Consult. She joined the team
in September 2000 and works especially in the
field of media relations (leisure and lifestyle) and
product PR. Her clients are active in different sectors like tourism (Malta Tourism Office), decoration (Vi-Spring, Sphinx), food (Exki), construction
(Derbigum), lifestyle (Zumba Fitness), gardening
(Scotts benelux, Husqvarna), hospitality industry
(The Hotel Brussels) … and many more.
Wilma‘s nationality is Dutch but she has been
living and working in Belgium for more than 15
years.

WS: Foreign companies tend to think that they
can use the same PR methods in Belgium as in
other countries. For example, use the PR materials they use in The Netherlands for the Flemish
press and use the materials they use in France
for the French speaking press. However, there
are several differences which need to be taken
into account. First of all, the languages are not
completely similar and Belgians want to receive
information in their « own» language. Then also
the way of presenting things can be quite different.
A press information which is used in France can
look too commercial for a Belgian journalist and
will immediately land in the garbage can, In

WS: Of course it is often a budget consideration to
use materials which were used in other countries,
but when companies want their PR activities to
work, they cannot deny local culture and
differences. So what they need to keep in mind
when planning PR in Belgium is the fact that they
need press materials in Flemish and in French and
that they should have locals check the way in which
they want to approach journalists. Also very
important is that they realize that Belgium has a
rather small media landscape. They have to
consider that they cannot compare results with
numbers they would see in for example France,
Germany or UK.

ARGENTINA
Known to be very sociable and outgoing, most southern American regions welcomed social media with open arms. Meanwhile, in Argentina, building
and maintaining relationships with bloggers and monitoring blogs and other social accounts for a large part of the daily PR work, as PR expert Ana
Laura Esposito tells us.

Ana Laura Esposito is General Director of the
Argentine PR agency Espó sito Marketing. The
company was found in 2002 and specializes in
the IT and Tech market, delivering press and
PR strategies for small, medium and large
companies as Emerson, Italtel, Dassault
Systemes, LANDesk and Sybase, among
others.
Ana Laura spent the first 3 years of her career
as a specialized IT journalist, before working
for an international public relations company
based in the United States and focused on the
Latin American market. She then founded
Espó sito Marketing. She graduated with a
Bachelor in Science Communication from the
National University of Buenos Aires.

Does PR practice in your country differ from other
places in the world?
ALE: Actually, I‘m not keen on generalizations. However, I
believe not all PR actions carried out in other countries are
equally accepted in Argentina. An example of this is web
casts and webinars. The Argentine press definitely still
prefers to attend an event personally. Argentine
professionals value meeting executives face to face and
being able to talk to them in person.
On the other hand, while other countries such as the
United States have policies preventing journalists from
accepting invitations to press tours, in Argentina this is a
common practice. The same applies to gifts to journalists
on their birthday, on Journalist Day and New Year parties.
In fact, those days are ideal for companies to honor
journalists through their PR consulting agencies.
Another widely accepted practice in Argentina is exclusive
meetings (for breakfast or lunch) of an executive and a
journalist to get to know each other in a more casual
atmosphere than a corporate event. A great number of
companies would rather organize this kind of event than
the traditional 20-or-more-journalists event.
In conclusion, although social media have a privileged role
in institutional communication strategies, some traditional
actions can‘t be replaced with online actions.
Could you describe some common mistakes of
foreign companies in the local market?
ALE: Even though Argentine people speak Spanish, like in
most Latin American countries, our dialect is quite
different from the Spanish spoken in Peru, Mexico or
Central America, just to mention a few examples. That‘s
why it‘s not considered correct for PR campaigns to
spread their message in a ―neutral‖ Spanish, which
sounds ―foreign‖ to Argentine ears. A typical example in
the IT business is the use of ―ordenador‖ or ―la Internet‖.
Actually, in Argentina we say ―PC‖ or ―computa-dora‖, and
―Internet‖ without the article.

Another frequent mistake of foreign companies,
especially from the United States, is to believe
that all journalists have an outstanding command
of English. Then, they spread material especially
developed for the press, but in English. A very
common case is videos, which can be seen on
YouTube.com in English without any subtitles.
Therefore, local professionals find themselves limited. Another common example is the launch of
products. Although products are available in the
local market, the price given is the one used in the
United States.
What would clients from other markets need to
consider when implementing a PR plan in your
country / region?
ALE: Definitely, they should not take a PR plan
that has been implemented in another region and
use it as it is in our country without checking and
adapting it as necessary.
When I work with my clients I suggest the
following: First, their material must be written in
Argentine Spanish. That is why it is necessary to
identify and change the terms that we don‘t use in
our country, such as ―computador‖, ―ordenador‖,
―la Internet‖, ―Mercadotecnia‖, and others.
Secondly, it is important not to take for granted
that journalists and their audience know English. If
there are videos in this language, they must at
least have subtitles in Spanish. If events are organized with foreign executives, there must be
professional translators available. Likewise, if a
foreign executive answers a questionnaire in
English, the PR consulting agency must translate
it and send it to the journalist in his or her language. Although these seem obvious suggestions, they are very common mistakes made every
day in our country.

Thirdly, although social media actions are very
important today, it is necessary not to overwhelm
the audience with multiple messages. We can see
that, since information is spread so easily in these
online media, many firms distribute so many press
releases and pieces of news that the public is
burdened. Many journalists feel ―invaded‖ when
they receive the same press releases in their
Facebook profiles and in their email inboxes.
Finally, we can‘t forget that journalists should
always be segmented according to their interest
(technology, business, etc.) because it is essential
to build a good relationship with them and offer
data that they will find really useful for their jobs.
This is relevant because in many cases, firms don‘t
really know for certain ―who‘s who‖ in the media
world, which clearly damages their image.

PORTUGAL
Learn how the financial crisis influenced the media landscape PR practices in Portugal and how the PR team of GlobalCom‘s partner EDC in
Portugal success-fully utilizes new communication channels and PR opportunities in their daily work practices.

Are there PR practices in which you think
your region differs from PR in other part of the
world?

RD: We are entering a decisive moment for the
Portuguese language, with the new Orthographic
Agreement (Acordo Ortográ fico) that aligns the
way we wrote in Portugal to the way Brazilians do.
This is a big issue in our country, because some
magazines have already adopted the new writing
system and others haven‘t. In our agency we
write according to the ―old‖ Orthographic
Agreement, so then the journalists that use the
new one have to correct some words. Until 2015
Portugal can use the two versions of the
because
the
Government
Ricardo Durand is Account Manager at EDC – Co- Agreement,
municaç ã o, Marketing & Eventos, partner of established an adaptation period.
GlobalCom PR Network in Portugal for the IT
market. EDC – Executive
Decisions Can you describe common mistakes foreign
Communication – is based in Lisbon and companies make?
specializes in PR for IT companies. They have RD: Some foreign enterprises – like Apple – that
know-how in the areas of media relations, we represent in Portugal, tend to do conference
communication, design, commercial consultancy calls with journalists – like it or not, that is a trend,
that in my opinion will evolve to video conferences,
and telemarketing.
Ricardo graduated at the Escola Superior de that are not very usual in this kind of journalistComunicaç ã o Social in Lisbon and worked as a company relationship in Portugal. A mistake that I
trainee at Verlag Dashofer before moving to the can point out is that some companies expect that
Communication Department of Fnac stores and some announcements that are of importance in
SIC (tv network). From 2005 he worked for one their origin countries will have feedback in Portugal,
of the big three IT magazines in Portugal – BiT – and that it does not happen. It‘s critical that
first as a trainee, and then as Coordinator and Portugal has to be mentioned in the press release
Editor in Chief. He left BiT in October 2010 and or other PR activities for the journalists to take an
made his debut in the PR in January 2011 as interest and use the announcement. There are a
few exceptions for giants like HP, Cisco, Apple and
Account Manager in EDC.
some others of this restricted group.

What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

RD: First they need to make a strong approach to
the Portuguese market. Their products or services
have to address Portugal: a product that will be
available soon, a PR conference to present the
company to Portuguese journalists or case studies
related to Portugal. Newsletters and lead
generation projects are also crucial to have a good
communication in Portugal. We do this with every
foreign origin company that we represent, and we
can report, as an example, that we have been
doing this with Axis Communications with very
good
results.

MALAYSIA
Alice Yong from Malaysia tells us about the latest trends and changes in PR in her region. Read how traditional media is combined with social
media and what PR for the Malaysia Fashion Week can look like.

Are there PR practices in which you think your
region differs from PR in other part of the world?

AY: Since Malaysia is a multi-racial, multi-religious
country, PR practitioners and foreign companies
that operate here need to be extra sensitive to the
different local customs and etiquette to prevent
any unintentional offence. It pays to go slow and
consider all possible outcomes before the
execution of actual PR plans. Malaysian media
also tends to shy away from asking questions in
formal settings such as press conferences unless
they are forced to do so. Many journalists prefer to
approach their target interviewee or spokesperson
on a personable one-to-one basis.
Can you describe common mistakes foreign
companies make?

Alice Yong is Director of WYSE Communications
Sdn Bhd, a Kuala Lumpur-based PR consultancy
and a GlobalCom PR Network Partner in Malaysia.
Having spent 15 years of her professional life in
Marketing Communications for several major hotels, Alice became a Partner cum Director in WYSE
in 2002. She is also a regular contributor to The
Star, Malaysia‘s leading English daily, which has a
readership of over 1million.

AY: Avoid being overly aggressive especially
during the first few meetings. While foreign
companies tend to view business transactions as
being totally ―cut and dried‖, Malaysians don‘t work
the same way. Yes, they are professionals but they
also prefer to have a chance to warm up to the
party they‘d be doing business with. It‘s all about
giving and ―saving face‖ i.e. not overstepping the
boundary that would hurt another person‘s ego or
pride in the course of business. So it is best not to
push one‘s idea across if the other party resists;
take a step back and let them buy into your idea or
proposal at their own time.

What do clients from other markets need to
keep in mind when they plan to do PR in your
region?

AY: Relationships and rapport take time to build.
It is best to invest time and efforts into getting
acquainted with the local media and desired
target publics should foreign companies wish to
communicate more effectively with these groups.
A local contact or acquaintance serves as a good
conduit and will help to pave the way for better
PR. It also never hurts to know and be aware of
the different customs in our multi-racial country –
your sensitivity would gain you and your PR efforts tremendous goodwill.

SWEDEN
Swedish PR expert Jan Stå hlberg, shares some insights on current local PR and communications trends in the land of elks and IKEA.

Jan Stå hlberg is owner, Chairman, Senior Communication Advisor, Media Strategist and PR consultant at InformationsCompagniet.
Jan is trained in communications and educational science at Stockholm University, and has worked within communication since the
mid 1970s.
InformationsCompagniet are specialists in helping companies and organizations create long-term communication strategies and to
implement those through a variety of activities and services including professional PR, communication and event support. They aim
is to strengthen clients‘ brands and contribute to the development, growth and improved performance. Their customers include both
Swedish and international companies and organizations.
Are there any PR practices in which you think your region differs from PR in other part of the world?
JS: As the Nordic countries are relatively small, the total number of media titles is low. As for vertical media, there are but a few titles
per industry.
On the other hand, local and regional dailies have a good reach, in an international comparison. Most of the journalists are
generalists, and experts are becoming fewer.
Although most, if not all, Nordic journalists are fluent in English, it is practically meaningless to issue a press release in English, while
at the same time it is perfectly fine to conduct interviews or press meetings in English.
Nordic journalists are sensitive to impingement. Bribes are an absolute ―no go‖. Thus gifts or expensive dinners are not a
recommendable PR tool.
Press trips where companies pay for tickets and hotels are often turned down, at least by the larger titles. Placement of bylined
articles is not very effective either, as most journalists prefer to write the articles themselves.
The people in Nordic countries care a lot about family life, and that goes for the journalists as well. Thus you can forget about
arranging dinners or social events in evening time. (Lunches are still OK.)

Can you describe common mistakes foreign companies
make?
JS: Companies often consider the Nordic region as one entity
and try to manage media relations from only one of the
countries (normally Sweden). But the Nordic region includes
five countries – Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland and
Iceland – with five different languages and five different
media cultures. Thus it is important to be present PR-wise in
each country.
From an international point of view, it is important to know
that PR is rather expensive in the Nordics. The overall cost
level is higher here than in most other countries.
International companies often overestimate the Nordic
media‘s interest of making interviews with corporate
executives. These offers are nine out of ten times turned
down, unless the executive really has something newsworthy
to tell – and if so it also has to have a clear local angle. (The
only exception from this rule would be Bill Gates or Warren
Buffet...)
International companies usually like to have their company
name written in capital letters and noting its registered
trademarks etc in press releases (e.g. IKEA® ). However this
is not at all liked, and laughed at, by Nordic journalists. Even
if it hurts, just write ―Ikea‖.

What do clients from other markets need to keep in mind when
they plan to do PR in your region?
JS: All business is local – don‘t try to make PR in Norway from
Sweden, or vice versa. Nordic journalists also focus on the hard fact
news and have almost no time for background information. Therefore
the press conferences should be held short; about 45 minutes
including Q & A. Media should then be offered their own time after
the press meeting for specific questions and interviews, starting with
broadcast media.
And try to establish a comprehensive and updated company news
room on the Internet – in the respective local languages. Nordic
journalists spend much of their time at their desks, searching the
web.

GlobalCom PR Network is a worldwide group of full
service PR and Marketing Communications agencies.
More than 50 partners and affiliated agencies cover all
member states of the European Union and 60 countries
worldwide including Africa, Asia Pacific, Middle East,
North and South America.
GlobalCom PR Network represents the 21st century
breed of global PR development. It is an association of
independent agencies with a proven track record in
their domestic countries united in a global operating
network.
With more than 1,200 experienced PR consultants,
GlobalCom PR Network serves national and international
clients who benefit from GlobalCom‘s local expertise and
international presence.
For more information please visit: www.gcpr.net
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